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HOLO PEACE

One-act Play
Is Presented in
Recreation Hall

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1935

DR. G, FAIIO
VISITS ROLLINS

STUDENT PLAY PARALLELS
HAMPDEN PRODUCTION

(Complete Campus Coverage)

BACHELLER

GIVES RECITAL
N IHEAIRE

Yet when brought face to face
with the result of these arduous
By EVELYN NEWMAN
labors on the part of the whole
"Empurpled Moors" by Oscar
When one attempts to evaluate Dramatic Department, faculty and " P o w e r of F e a r " T o p i c of
I Perkins was presented in Recrea- Noted Swiss Authority
the various events of Founders' students, the effect was an exalt- A d d r e s s b y F a m o u s A u t h o r
tion Hall on Monday morning un- Guest of Dr. Holt
Week, the contribution of the ing one to those who sat before
der the direction of Virginia
"The Power of Fear" was the
Dr. Guillaume Fatio, Swiss Dramatic Department in its pro- the footlights watching the beauty
Jaekel. The cast included: Ann
topic of Irving Bacheller's sermon
Bronte, Peggy Bashford; Char- banker and eminent authority on ductions of "Hamlet" s t a n d s of costumes and settings, the ar
in Knowles Memorial Chapel last
tistry
of
the
stage
groupings,
feel
among
the
most
notable.
It
is
not
Three-Day Institute Open to lotte Bronte, Frances Hyer; Emily international relations, who is the purpose of this article to give ing the sense of life throbbing Sunday morning. He began by Noted Pianist Appears
Dorothy Manwaring; the maid, touring the United States speakClergymen and Churches
showing how fear of a cruel and Before Large Audience
Eleanor Ford; Bramwell, the bro- ing on the League of Nations, is a critical review. That has al- through Shakespeareof Florida
divine ruler has dominated our re- Tuesday Night
ther, Peter McCann; Mr. Bronte, arriving today to be the guest of ready been excellently done by Mr. lines. The really brilliantly
cuted stage setting of Dr. Fleisch- ligion for centuries.
Bonar Collinson; Mrs. Eobinson,
and Mrs. Hamilton Holt and Granberry and Miss Hess in both
man and Miss Ewing, enhanced to
Mr. Bacheller spoke of the time
Eollins will hold an Institute on Sydney Millar.
By EMILY SHOWALTER
to conduct two discussions with town and college papers. Rather
3 this meant to be an estimate of its fullest extent by the lighting around 1870 when colleges and
the Church and World Peace, a
Josef Hofmann! The name that
"Empurpled Moors" is really a undergraduates on the League of alues, a sincere appreciation of effects conceived and planned by schools began to be separated from
three days' conference open to literary study of the life of the Nations and international relahas been acclaimed throughout
Robert Warfield, mai
religion,
which
he
considered
proof
he
Drama
Department,
in
the
clergymen and churches from the Bronte sisters. The play was writ- tions in Europe.
Shakespearean performance a high of ignorance. "Teaching" he said, Europe and America as the greatcause of Shakespeare.
State of Florida, on March 20, 21, ten around Bramwell Bronte who
est pianist of his time brought
Dr. Fatio, who arrived in this
achievement.
"is concerned with facts and facts
and 22, President Hamilton Holt is having an affair with a married country last week from Geneva, is
Having waited these two years
thrills and exultation to a vast auare stubborn things. Perhaps the
'or
long
now
America
has
had
until
they
believed
that
their:
has announced.
dience
assembled in the Annie Rusmaking
a
two-month's
lecture
tour
woman (Mrs. Robinson). Brambiggest fact in human history is
first class Shakespearean comThe purpose of the Institute is well claimed his whole family ex- of this country speaking on the group of college students were I
that no force towards evil could sel Theatre last evening. As the
dy to play him, Miss Annie pany, no really great Shakespearto summarize the latest thought isted "between the tomb stones League. He has been characterlights
dimmed
a hush fell over the
resist the dramatic power of
and to study the most recent de- and the moors" and that he was ized as "the man who knows more ' Russell as dramatic consultant, ean actor. Walter Hampden has Christ's sayings in centuries past. audience, immediately to be brokvelopments in world peace with
gasp of air in an airless house- about financial conditions of Eu- Dr. Fleischman and Miss Ewing received and deserved respect for Yet the ignorance would make a en by a burst of applause as the
particular emphasis upon the part hold".
rope than any other living per as director and assistant director, his praiseworthy efforts in keeping new world by ceasing to instruct artist appeared on the stage. As
have accomplished something al- Shakespearean drama alive on the
the churches will share in the
the young with some of the great- the first strains of Bach, delicatele main scene was the show- son today." A leading banker ii together unprecedented in the professional stage.
For several
peace movements.
ly, yet powerfully played by the
est fact in history.
n. Bramwell gave up Mrs. Geneva, he was instrumental ii
decades, with a fairly capable supmasterful fingers, swept from the
Featuring'the program will be a Robinson and the latter went back the technical organization of th( academic theatre. For weeks be„
"In a democracy like ours," he orchestra to the balcony, smiles of
tore the presentation, we had porting cast, he has been playing
League
of
Nations
after
it
wa;
Model Assembly of the League of
er husband. Charlotte and
heard of the way the play was be- "Hamlet" with dignity and effi- continued, "everything depends on
Nations Thursday night, March 21,
e were the kind, understand- definitely established by the Ver- ing cut to make a more acceptable ciency. During the past Christ- private integrity in vote and bal- appreciation transformed the faces of the audience.
in Rollins Recreation Hall. The
sisters, and Emily, the cold, sailles Treaty in 1919. He is the performance in time and arrange- mas holidays, the writer for the
If there is no sacredness, can
Playing with the careless preactual setting of the Assembly of disdainful sister who always stood chief financial adviser to the Leament. We had heard of the stud- third time saw him grapple with bunk support private integrity?
the League at Geneva will
for what was r i g h t .
How- gue appointed by the Swiss Gov- ies being made in lighting effects, "the timeless enigma" of the lere we are controlled not by a cision of a great master, Hofmann
produced under the guidance of ever deep in their hearts they ernment; member of the Finance stage settings, color and costume, Prince of Denmark. Mr. Hamp- iiinority as in most European drew from note to note the best
several experts who have visited were very human. This was clear Board of the League of Nations; we knew of the long hours of la- den, like Dr. Fleischman, has cut ountries, but by all, and religion of its musical value. With the efthe League sessions often, notably ly pictured in the last line of th. and he holds the important office bor through many sleepless nights. the five-iact play to three acts and 3 the foundation of that integ- fective use of frequent pauses he
kept the audience in suspense and
Clark Eichelberger, secretary of play, "It would have been wonder- of laisson officer between the City We were told that instead of the quickened
the
Shakespearean rity.
in his expressive interpretation
the League of Nations Association, ful if Bramwell could have found of Geneva, the Canton of Geneva, old declamatory expression the blank verse to the tempo of mod"The fear of God is the begintouched their very souls. ThroughHenry N. Holmes, prominent peace a bit of purple in the moors"—th the Swiss Government, and the students were to keep to conver- ern speech, but Hampden's perning of wisdom that will turn fear
worker. Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, purple depicting love and happ League of Nations.
sationalized blank verse in an ac- formance as a whole falls far be- into love and love into honor. Let out it all the soul of a musician
Dr. Fatio has written several celerated speech tempo.
with a passionate love for his
general secretary of the Church ness.
(Continued on page 2)
be slow to put aside fear of
books of a highly technical nature
Peace Union, President Hamilton
God.
Which," concluded Mr. music was revealed, but as Cordiand many brochures on financial
Holt of Eollins College, Dean ShaBacheller, "do you prefer—fear of hue has said, "it is difficult to dequestions. He has also collaboriler Mathews of Chicago UniverGod, or fear of Hitler or Stalin?"! scribe a great piece of art even
ated on a book of great literary
when you yourself are the artist."
sity, and several others.
Richard Shattuck read the Invo.
value on Voltaire; and he was the
After the final encore I slipped
Among those who have been incation, Maxeda Hess led the Litman
chiefly
responsible
for
the
back to Mr. Hofmann's dressing
vited to participate in the Instiany, and Howard Showalter and
procuring of the plans for the
tute as discussion leaders, chairRuth Dawson gave the Testament room to enjoy a few moments' conpresent League of Nations buildversation before Miss Russell and
men, or speakers are Dean Shailer
Lessons.
ings in Geneva after the League
Dr. Holt hurried him off to social
Mathews, who was a member of
The appointment of Leonard
duties, which seemed very pressthe faculty at the University of Roth, of Lakeland, a senior at Rol- outgrew its original quarters. Dr.
Pan-Hellenic Sponsors
Annie Russell to Play Lead
ing. Mr. Hofmann told me that
Chicago for forty years and dean lins college, to an "interneship" Fatio's son, Maurice Fatio, is a
N
a
t
i
o
n
w
i
d
e
C
o
m
p
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
in Sheridan's Famous Play
he had arrived at Rollins only this
Emeritus of the Divinity School scholarship by the National Insti- distinguished architect of Palm
morning and was leaving for Palm
since 1933; Harry N. Holmes, who tute of Public Affairs in Washing- Beach, Florida.
To determine the points of interThe
Rivals"
which
is
to
appear
During his stay at Rollins, Dr.
Beach the next morning but that
organized the Y. M. C. A. hut sys- ton, D. C , was announced Sunday.
est
in
New
York
which
would
most
Miss Annie Russell's Artists
Fatio will be entertained at lunhe had enjoyed his stay at Rollins
tem during the World War; Roger
Roth left for the national capi.
ies of Thursday, March 14, appeal to college students, the
very much and he hoped that he
Shaw, foreign editor of "Review tal to take up his appointment to cheon today by Dr. and Mrs. Holt
promises to be one of the most Courier Service, in cooperation
and
will
meet
a
group
of
their
The fourth concert in the 1934- might come back again next year.
of Eeviews"; John Martin, confer- study affairs and problems of pracenjoyable performances of the sea- with the Panhellenic House AssoWith these few words spoken in
ence leader and consultant on in- tical government under the direc- friends invited especially for the
ciation, New York headquarters of 1935 series given by the Symphony Orchestra of Central Flor- his soft German accent he hurried
•f.-national relations; Dr. Evelyn tion of the institute. The appoint- occasion. After luncheon he will
This famous play w a s first the National Panhellenic frateraway, leaving me feeling that
i<ewman, professor of English lit- ment is for a minimum duration of meet with a group of students
nities, is sponsoring a nation-wide ida at Winter Park will be preproduced
in
1775
at
the
Convent
sented Sunday afternoon, March throughout the entire program I
erature, and A. Buel Trowbridge, three months and may be extended from Mr. Clark's class in ContemGarden Theatre in London. This essay contest among men and wo- 10, at 4 o'clock.
porary
Social
Movements,
Mr.
had
spent an intimate evening with
Jr., assistant professor of religion
men college students. The subject
ndividual cases.
Trowbridge's class in Religion, Dr. first performance was a failure
This is the orchestra's ninth one of the worh
and ethics; Ray Stannard Baker,
lach "intei-ne" will be assigned
but after nine days had elapsed it of the contest, which closes on
Martin's
class
in
International
Resicians.
season at Winter Park, and the
who, as "David Grayson", was
I government official on a prowas recognized as a tremendous June 15 is "What I Would Like to
program will be presented as usWoodrow Wilson's official biogra- ject basis. The National Institute lations, Dr. Newman's classes, and
See When I Visit New York".
Atkinson's class in Modern success and since then it has been
pher; Harry N. Holmes, field secCash prizes of $50, $35, and $15, ual in Recreation Hall, on the Rol• Public Affairs, a non-partisan,
acted
and
met
with
immeasurable
History and International Relalins Campus. About one-third of
retary of the World Alliance for
with
one
week's
stay
at
Beekman
m-political privately financed and
tions a t two o'clock at Dr. Holt's success in all English speaking
the seventy-five players are Rollins
International Friendship Through
Tower included in the first pr
If-governing organization has inme. In the evening he will give countries. "The Rivals" is a com.
students, the others coming from
thc Churches; Mrs. Harriet B. augurated a program of study and
and week-end stays in the seC'
public address illustrated by edy of manners and depicts life as
various places in Florida to play
Laidlaw, writer, lecturer, a n d training in the practical and huit was in the eighteenth century at and third prizes are to be given. In in the orchestra.
(Continued o;. Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
lements of government and
the famous resort in Bath, Eng- addition, the Courier Service will
The program to be presented
conduct
prize
winners
on
their
it.
politics for the benefit of selected
land. The comedy is fresh and
Sunday by Harve Clemens, conduccollege students and graduates.
Two groups of paintings from
crisp with Sheridan, the author,
tor, is as follows:
Rollins College was one of a sel
the brush of Jean Jacques Pfister
The
Courier
Service
is
an
organ
cleverly hitting at the weakne
Suite in B minor (for string of Rollins College Art Department
ected group of accredited institu
of some of the characters of the ization specializing in unusual itBach are to be on exhibition this week
tions eligible to nominate candi
ineraries for students of art, his- orchestra)
time. The character parts are
Gavotte I
dates for the scholarships.
in The Gainesville Art Gallery and
"Mr. Pim Passes," the play practically equal and have been tory, sociology and architecture.
Gavotte II
Hotel Pancoast, Miami Beach. The
Two
hundred
suggestions
for
the
used
immeasurably
as
star
parts.
scheduled to be presented by the
Bouree
group "Our Great National Parks"
The cast as Miss Russell has essay are given in a list prepared
Laboratory
Theatre
this
Friday
Air
The debate team to be composed
is
open Tuesday and be on display
by
the
Courier
Service,
which
may
chosen,
will
be:
Sir
Anthony
Abnight, has been postponed indefGigue
of Holden, Young, Olmstead and
at Gainesville through March.
initely, it is announced by the solute, Buel Trowbridge; Captain be obtained from the Contest
possibly Bothe will leave Saturday
Overture Sakuntala
Many
of the paintings in this
Headquarters,
Beekman
Tower,
Absolute,
Earl
Fleischman;
Faulkdramatics department.
March 16, for Lakeland, Florida,
Goldmark group have never been framed or
Owing to frequent rehearsals land, Robert Warfield; Acers, Ear- Mitchell Place, New York. 1
where they will debate Southern
L'Arlesienne Suite number 2....
shown before, and are the pictorThe first Rollins Communion for Miss Russell's play, "The Ri- nest Kilroe; Sir Lucus O'Trigger, contest entrant is asked to select
College the same night. The fol- Service was celebrated Sunday
Bizet ial record of Mr. Pfister's visits to
Richard Shattuck; Fague, Gilbert an itinerary for a week's visit to
lowing night will be the Tampa morning in the Frances Chapel at vals" which is soon to be presentValse Triste
Sibelius nearly every section of this counMaxwell; David, Theodore Ehr- New York City and to write an
University debate and then the 8:30. Sixty-five of the members of ed as part of the Artists' Series,
Polovetzian Dances (from
try. Some of the paintings are
essay
of
between
500
and
1,000
lich;
Thomas,
Peter
McCann;
Mrs.
it is impossible to devote any eveteam will travel over the Tamiami the Rollins family took part.
"Prince Igor") .Borodin done in Water Color (Tempera)
nings to rehearsal or production Malaprop, Annie Russell; Lydia words covering this itinerary. The
Trail to Miami for the encounter
and others in oil, and will be hung
Dean Charles A. Campbell was of any play in the Dramatics de- Languish, Catherine Ewing; Julia, suggestion-list compiled by the
with the University of Miami. On
together in the Gainesville Art
in charge of the unique service partment.
Frances Kilroe; Lucy, Nancy Cush- Courier Service included New
March 20, they will leave Miami
Gallery, however, Mr. Pfister is
York landmarks such as buildings,
which he himself has originated;
for Babson Park to meet Stetson
assembling
his National Parks picuniversities,
foreign
districts,
the
and Dr. Holt read the Communion
University at a speakers' assemtures and later will have the two
waterfront, churches, zoos, parks
Litany while Ben Kuhns and Seybly similar to the one at Daytona
mediums in separate groups. Tho
and museums, as well as general
mour Ballard acted as Acolytes.
Beach. This marks the third year
paintings include:
and specific topics such as the
The details of the service will
Friday, March 8, 1935, 5:30
of debating with Stetson. The deBowery, the Ghetto, a Chinese
The Glowing Maple—Presiden.
The Florida Audubon Society
be again gone over in the light of
'rogram of Czechoslova"kian mu.
baters will participate in the Day.
Temple, the theatrical district.
tial Range, New Hampshire.
experience of Sunday morning and held its thirty-fifth annual meethonoring President Thomas
tona assembly on March 24.
Sailors' Snug Harbor, tattooing,
Daybreak — Long's Peak, Estes
egular service will be formed ing Saturday, March 2, at the AnOlin D. Wanamaker of New
Garigue Masaryk whose birthday
Voung and Marita Stueve have
Park, Colorado.
which will make up a permanent nie Russell Theatre. The annual York will talk at Dr. Holt's home pushcart markets, building murals, is on March 7.
been chosen to speak at Daytona
etc.
Jackson Lake — The Tetons,
report was given by Mr. R. J.
part of the chapel functions.
on Thursday evening, March 7, on
1. Largo, from "New World SymBeach and Holden and Kathleen
Persons need never to have visWyoming.
Longstreet, president of the So"How We Have Dealt with China,"
phony
Dvorak
Shepherd at Babson Park.
ited New York to enter the conLong's Peak, Estes Park.
ciety. After the regular meeting,
Perfect
Bridge
Hand
Was
a
sketch
of
western
aggression
in
2. Voice solos by Helen Welch, soRollins will have a non-decision
In the Adirondacks.
Disappointment to Him the assembly adjourned to" the the Far East and a forecast of its test. Essays will be judged on
prano
Florida March 5. In our previous
integrity and individuality of the
Morning Glow—The Grand TetDomerich Estate in Maitland
likely
harvest.
3.
(a)
Andante
Foerster
debate with the University of
point
of
view
rather
on
their
value
where
the
unveiling
of
a
memorial
Pa.
(UP)—Peter
JohnDubo
Mr. Wanamaker for many years
(b) Chanson d'Amour
Suk
debate with Florida we took the
Mt. Moran—The Tetons.
feet bridge hand of 13 fountain took .place, commemorat- past has spent a great deal of as a mere travelogue. Essays
(c) Humoreske
Dvorak
affirmative side but in the debate
should be sent to Miss Dorothy
Susie Lake—The Sierras.
ing the anniversary. Mrs. Blacknext week we will uphold the neg- diamonds was one of his great- man assisted at the unveiling by time in Europe and in Asia and Gayord, contest secretary, Beek- 4. Violin solo by Claudelle McGoing-to-the Sun Highway, Glaest thrills. It also was one of
has accumulated in unusual meaCrary.
ative.
man Tower, 3 Mitchell, New York.
cier National Park.
speaking on the history of the Sos biggest disappointments.
sure an understanding of the
Tuesday, March 12, 1935
Mountain
Trail—Estes Park.
ciety.
Johnson began with a bid of
problems of the Far East and al1. March, on a theme of Handel
After the Storm—Jackson Hole,
t six o'clock the annual ban- so of the situation in Europe. He
Chicken Factory
•0 and then went to seven diaGuilmant The Tetons.
All college try-outs for the
quet
was
held
at
the
Whistling
Dnds. His opponents, however,
is keenly interested in stimulat- Ogden, Utah ( U P ) — W h o would 2. The Thrush -_Kinder
third Student Company play,
Sunset—Estes Park.
;re so well handed in spades Kettle. In the evening the Society ing Americans to thought on this identify a cow or a chicken as a 3. Kamennoi Ostrow .... Rubinstein
"Hotel Universe" will be held
Dunes on California's "Sevenattended the lecture given in the problem which concerns the fu- manufacturing plant?
That U
Solvejg's Song
Grieg
m Recreation Hall Friday af- that they overcalled his bid.
teen Mile Drive"
Annie Russell Theatre by Dr. AL ture generations in our country. what a bill introduced in the
The
only
satisfaction
Johnson
Caprice
"The
Brook"
....
Dethier
ternoon at 4 o'clock. All stuThe Great White Throne, Zion
len of Cornell University on birds
_ot from his 13 diamonds was
Mr. Wanamaker's talk will be House of Representatives here
Selections from the operas of
dents interested are invjted to
National Park, Sunset.
which was explained by sound picopen to students by invitation on- wants to do, stating that they proPuccini — arranged by von
that he and his partner set their
participate.
(Continued on page 2)
tures of the subjects.
duce
"saleable
goods".
der Meyder, Jr.
opponents one trick.
ly.

Roth to Study
Government
In Washington

"THE RIMS" 10 ESSHy CONIESI
/-

Symphony To
Present Fourth
Concert Sunday

Pfister Paintings on
Exhibition in Miami
And Gainesville

Debaters to Meet
Colleges of Florida
on Extensive T r i p

Lab. Theatre
Production Postponed

\y

First Communion
Service Held

Audubon Society
Meets in Theatre

Mr. 0. 0. Wanamaker
To Speak on China

ORGAN
VESPERS

THE

Forensic Tournament
Peace Conference
to be Held
(Continued from Page 1)
In Spartanburg
widely known feminist leader of
New York; Clark Eichelberger,
secretary of the League of Nations Association; and Dr. Henry
A. Atkinson, general secretary of
the Church Peace Union and the
World Alliance for International
Friendship Through the Churches,
who is director of the Institute.
md
At
Thursday, attention will be directed to such subjects as Disarmament, The Munitions Industry, the
Geneva Conference, International
Control, The League of Nations,
the World Court, and America and
World Cooperation.
Evening lectures will be given
by Dean Shailer Mathews Wednesday night, March 20, Clark Eichelberger and Mrs. Harriet B. Laidlaw, Thursday night, and Harry
N. Holmes, Friday night.
Leaders at a Seminar on "A
Peace Program for the Local
Church and Community", listed
for Friday morning, will be Mr.
Holmes, President Holt, Dean
Mathews, and Dr. Atkinson.

Debaters Meet
Dayton U.
Members of the Orlando Ohio
Club were entertained Monday
night in the Orlando Chamber of
Commerce building by a debate between the University of Dayton
and Rollins College. James Connelly and Thomas Haacke composed the visiting affirmative team,
while James Holden and Dave
Bothe represented Rollins College.
Last night the University of
Florida and Rollins met in debate
on the Pi Kappa Delta question.
Their debaters were Selden Waldo
and Bradshaw Wood. Both men
have debated several years. In
this debate, Rollins took the affirmative and the University of
Florida the negative.
Sterling
Olmstead and George Young debated for Rollins.

Victims of "Stone"
Disease Get Many Offers
Muncie, Ind. (UP) — Letters
from all over the nation flood the
sickroom here of Charles and William Wagner, victims of a disease
which is slowly causing petrification of their muscles.
Some of the letters express sympathy. Others extend self-appointed advice on how to cure the disease which doctors have called incurable.
A message from Texas tells
how "a pretty girl was saved from
turning to stone" by a diet. An
Illinois woman who was "similarly afflicted 30 years ago" says she
was cured by herbs.
A New York man writes "I have
it in my power to completely cure
this dread disease but lack the carfare to come to Muncie." A New
York astrologer believes he could
help. Letters from faith healers
Meanwhile, the brothers sit in
their wheel chairs, deeply interested in jig-saw puzzles.

The Southern Association of
Teachers of Speech with the cooperation of the Tau Kappa Alpha
national fraternity will hold the
forensic tournament of -the South
at Spartanburg, S. C , April 16-17.
The Speech Department plans to
send a two-man debate team,
trained to take either side of the
"munitions" question, one orator,
one after-dinner speaker and one
extemporaneous speaker who can
know his subject but will not be
informed on what phase of the subject he is to discuss until an hour
before the scheduled time.
The requirements for the various
forensic divisions are set forth by
the Southern Association of Teachers of Speech as follows:
Debate: Speeches are to be 10
minutes for constructive speeches
and 5 minutes for rebuttals.
Coaches are to serve as judges
of the various contests.
Orations: Speeches on a subject
selected by the speaker, not to exceed 12 minutes in delivery, from
the general subject of World
Peace. Not more than 100 words
should be quoted material.
Extempore Speaking: Speeches
may not be less than 6 nor more
than 8 minutes. The general subject is the Roosevelt Administration. Special topics will be drawn.
After-Dinner Speaking: General
subject is the Human Interests.
Speeches to be not less than 5 nor
more than 7 minutes in length.
Special topics will be drawn at
6:00 p. m. Wednesday.
After the tournament the Rollins team will go to the Pi Kappa
Delta convention at Alabama College.
Everyone is urged to try out for
these important forensic events,
For Further information see Professor Pierce at the Speech studio.

Holt Honored By
French Government
At the French Banquet held at
the Virginia Inn at the close oJ
nders' Week, President Hamil
ton Holt was presented with the
osette of an officer of the Legion
of Honor.
This award followed that of
bbon of a chevalier of the T^egion
of Honor, and was given to Presi
dent Holt by the French govern
ment in recognition of distinguished international work.
Such a decoration is generally
sent to the recipient with a lett'
from the French Government, and
it is very unusual that a representative able to give it, should be ir
the right spot at the right time,
Ambassador Lefebvre de Laboulaye presented the rosette to Dr,
Holt preceding the prescribed formula with a short speech about
Dr. Holt and his work.

Phi Beta Group
to Broadcast
Phi Beta Honorary Fraternity
will broadcast over WDBO
Wednesday night at 10 p. m.
is the first of a series which this
group will present and is entirely
musical. The next one will be
dramatic.
Eleanor Reese and Maxeda Hess
will sing, Dot Smith will play the
piano, and Nancy Cushman will
announce on this week's program.
Advertise In
The Sandspur

Snappy Curb Service

The New Blue Bird
Records

Rendezvous
Bar-B-Q

BENNETT
Electric Shop

CRIP'S BILLIARD PARLOR
For Those of Distinctively Discriminating Tastes
We Advocate . . . .

CHEZ MAURICE
Where JEAN Our Chef Gives Service
"NE PLUS ULTRA"
Phone 6571
29 E. Pine St., Orlando

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

wel the ungratefully negative part
of the weak and tight-lipped Gertrude. Alberto Warren effectively sustained the character of La(Continued from Page 1)
ertes. The whole supporting cast
was excellent.
w that of the Rollins students.
Altogether, among student perBy comparison, every one of the formances of Shakespeare's plays,
chief actors in the Rollins cast this one of "Hamlet" is the best
,n improvement upon those of that the writer has seen during a
the Hampden company. Richard l number of years of student and
Shattuck was the young Hamlet,, teaching experience. The one feaplaying his part with a consuming ture in which this student cast fell
fervor that convinced in his ironic
w that of Walter Hampden's
and witty moods as well as in those professional one was the delivery.
of tragic despair. He looked and Both casts endeavored to speak
his part. This writer's Ham- Shakespeare's lines without declalets stand out in memory as Sir mation or rhetorical flourish. The
Johnston Forbes Robertson, an Hampden cast succeeded in doing
elderly brooding artist; E. A.
and in making their audience
Sothern, a rhetorical and con- hear the last words of their
scientious D a n e ; and Walter peeches. Not so with the Rollins
Hampden, always competent but Players. At times, one lost cernever exhilarating. "He is the tain words of phrases spoken by
best Hamlet we have, but not the even the chief actors. Mr. Shatbest that we might have", says tuck was almost entirely successBrooks Atkinson, the New York
in sustaining pitch and quality
Times critic. That Friday night,
'oice so that he could be distesting Mr. Shattuck against these tinctly heard. Mr. Warfield, less
others, in his confidential speeches
Miss Bailey could not always
to Horatio, his soliloquies, his deheard, but Mr. Warren frenunciation of Ophelia, his scene quently "swallowed" whole phraswith his mother, and his dying ;s, even sentences. Si Vario as
words, she experienced the hope loratio must be especially watchthat that "best we might have" was ul. This almost silent underon its way in the person then per- tanding friend cannot afford to
forming.
have even one of his rare words
Nor did Robert Warfield rank lost when they are such peculiarly
less as an artist in his part of the vital and beautiful ones as the
venal king. Every gesture he closing lines of the play, as Dr.
made, every nuance of voice, gave Fleischman has arranged it, such
the psychology of the guilty a loss amounts to a calamity.
Claudius.
Theodore Ehrlich as Should further presentations be
Polonius was especially success- made, he must be certain that his
ful in his soothing voice and pla"Good-night, sweet prince;
cating manner. Though at times
And flights of angels sing thee
a bit too young in movement, his
to thy rest."
Polonius was the paragon of "of- can be heard by the audience as a
ficial fixer" both for the royal whole.
family and ' his own. Compared
Dr. Fleischman's cutting of the
with Miss Goodrich, Hampden's play compelled the omission of
niece who plays his Ophelia, Cath- certain motivating incidents and
erine Bailey was convincingly lines. But the words which comreal. Her audience could not but mit Hamlet to pretended madness
be moved by her youthful sorrow should be retained in his opening
she sank moaning to the floor speech to Horatio. His soliloquy
after Hamlet's brutal rebuff and when he passes the king at praye
she was pathetically lovely in the has been too closely cut; and it i;
scene. Ruth Dawson played a pity to leave out his famous advice to the players for it more
fully proves his artistic and intellectual interests. His lines in the
speech to Horatio just before he
goes to his duel with Laertes—
those famous lines
"There's a divinity that shapes
lantern slides with pictures of perour ends,
sonalities of the League of NaRough-hew them how we will..."
tions, of the League buildings,
should be retained. They have beGeneva, etc., in the Chemistry
come a part of "Hamlet" for the
room in Knowles Hall. The evewhole world, and no audience
ning meeting is to take place at
would wish to be deprived of hear8:15.
ing them.
After his engagements here Dr,
But all such objections are triFatio will continue his tour visitfling when the whole performance
ing N e w Orleans University,
is evaluated. Students, faculty,
Washington University in
and friends of Rollins College canLouis, the University of Kentucky,
not but be deeply grateful to the
among others.
Dramatic Department for the high
achievement of this Shakespearean performance.

HAMLET

Hindenburg only
World War Hero
Remembered

By ERIC KEYSER
United Press Staff Correspondent
Berlin, March 6 (UP) — Seven
leaders of the old Imperial army
died during the year 1934. Seven
generals, whose names had been
by-words during the war.
Yet
with one exception, they died almost forgotten by the general public.
This one exception was Paul vor
Hindenburg.
The others who
passed on in the same year w
General Conrad von der Schulenburg. General Eugen von Falkenhayn. General von Horn, Colonel
General Karl von Einem, former
Prussian Minister of War, and
leader of the Third German Army
at the beginning of the war. Colonel General Alexander von Kluck,
the man whose troops pushed to
within reach of Paris in 1914 and
General Oskar von Hutier.
The official compilation, entitled "Famous Deaths" in 1934,
accords just as much space to
Hindenburg as to the other celebrites who died durin gthe past
year.
Other Leaders Go
Other names on this list are:
Oskar von Miller, founder of the
German Museum at Munich and
famous engineer. Professor Victor
Kaplan, inventor of the water
turbine, Fedor von Zobelitz, the
writer, Herman Bahr, another
famous German author, Wilhelm
Meyer-Foerster, the playwright of
"Alt Heidelberg," Seigbert Tar-

BAKER MUSEUM CONTAINS
MANY INTERESTING FEATURES
ow many Eollins students have
visited the Baker museum in
Knowles
We mean Teally stopped to look and learn, not just givt a hasty glance w*ile tearing
off to some class. We never had
until we got this assignment for
Sandspur. and then were we
irised to find out what had
1 going on at the Museum for
the past two terms.
It seems that this is Eollins
50th anniversary and to celebrate
occasion, Mr. Hanna has collected and arranged three cases of
Rollins mementoes of former days
which include pictures of students,
buildings, faculty (among the lat.
ter is a very choice one of our
President Hamilton Holt at the
age of one) and papers, such as
the first Eollins Diploma and notebooks of former students.
Besides all this Eollins material there are several cases of minerals which were rearranged and
labeled by J. E. Spur. These include limes, ores, and crystals.
One of the most fascinating being
a Geode which was exhibited at
the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 189,3, presented to the collection by W. H. Story.
This Geode seems a mere baby
when it is compared with some of
the fossels on display at the museum which are estimated to be
over three million years old.

To get back to the present,
though, in our wanderings we
came upon a delightful assortment
of tree snails which were collected in Florida by Mr. Fflueger and
arranged in the most charming
fashion by our own Mr. Fleetwood
Peeples.
We were also informed that the
museum works with the college
chemistry and biology departments
and that Professor Uphof has
loaned the museum part of his collection of herbarium plants. These
plants will be changed frequently, to keep us guessing, I presume.
There is' also a very interesting
collection of Indian remains rearranged by Professor E. M. Davis
to show how the Indians made use
of shells, even going so far as to
make hairpins out of them.
Prof. Davis also has on exhibit
a collection of butterflys, moths
and other insects which he is arranging as fast as material can be
collected.
In other words, there is much of
interest over at the museum and
it would be well to go over and
investigate if you are one of those
people who don't like missing anything of importance. Professor
Davis and those who have helped
him should be congratulated upon
the work they have done and upon
the work they plan to do.

Rollins Library Needs Building
Shakespeare Acrostic Says
R

Read the will; we'll hear it, Anthony.—Julius Caesar.

0

Orlando did approach the man.—As you Like It.

L

Look here, upon this picture and on this.—Hamlet.

L

Love, lend me patience to forbear a while—Two Gent, of
Ver.
I with grief and extreme age shall perish.—Richard III.

1
N
S

Name your griefs; and with all speed you shall have your
desires.—Henry IV.
Show us the way, sir.—Ant. and Cleo.

L

Leave off delays, and let us raise the siege.—Henry VI

I

Incite them to quick action.—Tempest.

Books, the academies from whence doth spring the true
Promethean fire.—L. labor lost.
R Rouse yourself, as did the former lions of your blood.
—Henry V.
A Amen, Amen, to that fair prayer.—Mid. N. Dream
R

Resolve on this, thou shalt be fortunate.—Henry VI.

Y

Yet once again, proclaim it publicly.—Com. of errors.

N

Not so much niose, my lords.—Henry IV

E

Every man's conscience is a thousand swords.—Richard III

E

Expectation fainted, longing for what it had not.—Ant.
and Cleo.
D Dream of success and happy victory.—Richard III.
S

She sings like one immortal.—Pericles.

B

By and by, I come.—Eomeo & Juliet.

U

Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath.—Mid. N.
Dream.
I mean the matter that you read.—Hamlet.

Double Trouble

L

Look thou be true.—Tempest.

Concord, N. H. (UP)—Just released from a hospital, where he
had been treated for an injury,
Arthur Racine was on his way
home when he was struck by two
hit-and-run motorists. The first
automobile that hit Racine knocked him down.
The second car
passed over him and proceeded on
to its destination. The victim will
recover.

D

Defend the justice of my cause.—T. Andron.

I

In polished form of well refined pen.—Sonnets.
Now is the winter of ou discontent made glorious summer.—Eichard IIT.
Give me your answer.—Henry V.

Safety in Marriage

ANDRE

French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlando—3176

Washington (U. P.) — Better
health looms for pocketbooks of
the nation's colleges and universities, which suffered as much aa
the man's in the street during the
last two years.
A nation-wide survey of the economic outlook in higher education recently completed by the
Federal Office of Education revealed that the schools are embarrassed less financially today than
during the 1932-33 school year.
Receipts for educational purposes for 1934-35, however, it was
pointed out, still are approximate,
ly 10 per cent less than in 192930. Expenditures for all purposes,
including capital outlay, are about
30 per cent less.
Total debt of 243 colleges in
June, 1934, was found to be more
than §77,000,000. The Office said
colleges enrolling white students
appeared to be emerging from
debt, while Negro colleges were
plunging deeper.

PHILCO

PARISIAN CLEANERS
"Where Cleaning Is an Art"

CLEANING . . . PRESSING

HOLLYWOOD
ART SCHOOL
OF

. . . . Co-eds . . . .

4 SPORT DRESSES
. . GIVEN AWAY . .

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

School Purses
to Fatten Up

SHEIJBY, O. (UP) — Ward
Gardner, who has appeared before the mayor on an average of
arrisburg. Pa. (UP)—A mar- once a week on intoxication chargman has a two-to-one better es, was fined recently as usual,
chance than a single man of keep- but the fine and costs were sus- pended, providing Gardner attends
Sunday school and church each
ing out of prison in Pennsylvania,
Sunday for eight weeks.
survey by the State Department
He must bring an affidavit from
of Welfare revealed. Records of
the minister each Monday morne prisoners in the penal instiing.
3ns of t h e
commonwealth
Sales and Service
showed that there are 3,365 single
behind the bars and only 1,- Service on all makes of radi(
759 married men. Widowed, diPhilco, Gruno Radios
ced and separated number 622.

AU Work Guaranteed

Your Hairdresser

CCC Camp—Two Medicine, Glacier National Park.
The Three Patriarches — Zion
National Park.
High Mountain Lake in the Tets. Lake Taggert.
Dunes and Birches. Northern
Michigan Park.
Salt Lake Region.
Wild Flowers on Jackson Lake—
The Tetons.
Wild Lupine—Paradise Valley,
Washington.
r. Pfister will give a demonstration painting talk arranged by
the management of Hotel Pancoast
Saturday evening, the 9th, for the
Pancoast guests—and will have on
exhibitiion a group of paintings
a two weeks' exhibition,
r. Pfister has painted and exhibited in the East and West, and
las had one-man shows or been
epresented in a group in the folowing places: Del monte Hotel,
Galleries, Monterery, California;
The Stendahl Galleries, and tha
more Galleries, Los Angeles;
Gumps Galleries, San Francisco;
Leguna Beach Art Gallery, Laguna, California; Union League
Club, The City Club,, the National
Arts Club, the Salmagundi Club,
the American Water Color Society,
Grand Central Place, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn Museum, MacBeth
Galleries, Harlow-MacDonald Galls—New York City; Vermont
Historical Museum, Old BenningVermont; Grand Rapids Art
Gallery, Grand Rapids, Michigan;
Hackley Art Museum, Muskegon,
Michigan; Milwaukee Art Institute, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Carson, Pirie, Scott Galleries, Chica.
go; Executive Mansion, Cheyenne,
Wyoming; Monday Woman's Club,
Passaic, New Jersey; New Rochelle Women's Club, New Rochelle,
New York; Kendrick & Bellamy
Galleries, Denver, Colorado; Woman's Club, Winter Park, Chamber of Commerce Building, Orlando, Tampa Bay Hotel and Women's Civic Club, Tampa; Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery, Memphis,
Tennessee; Miami Women's Club,
Miami; H o t e l Biltmore, Coral
Gables, Florida.

B

I

rasch, for a long time among the
leading chess players of the world,
Professor Hugo Vogel, the "Paint
er of Hindenburg" who survived
his great model by less than two
months, and as man yother celebrities of art, literature, industry,
and society.
The senior on the list is Ernst
Eduard Taubert, composer and
music critic, well-known decades
ago, who died in Berlin at the age
of 96.
The list contains also the
names of the four German alpinists who died in the attempt to
conquer the Nanga-Parbat in the
Himalaya. It further contains the
names of a number of Nazi party
dignitaries and "old fighters,"—
Eoehm, Karl Ernst, or any of the
erstwhile leaders who lost their
lives in the June 30 purge.

PFISTER
(Continued from Page 1)

at the

atlasta s h o p
Freshman

1 to a
1 to a Sophomore
Come in and
13 West Pine Street

these smart dresses

Learn the true art of make-up,
as practiced by the screen stars,
from Miss Gita Gray, Max Factor Artist, here this week.

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

THE
RAT SQUEAKS

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

BENNY

By J. Carver Pusey

A Big Blow

By Toy
We wish to take this opportunity to express to Al Borden
our deep and sincere sympathy
with him, both individually and
as a class, on the recent death
of his father.
As you know, or don't know, we
are always looking for a chance
to make this column somewhat
useful to the Freshman Class in
particular and the college as a
whole. So, this week we are calling your attention to two things.
In the first place, during the
year, and we should have mentioned it before, a great deal of money has disappeared from the
campus, both from the boys'
girls' dormitories. Unless your
roommate or you have lost the key
to your room, we would advise you
not to leave it over the door, and
don't under any circumstances
leave the door open. It's hospitable and convenient, but not safe,
Lock the room and carry the key,
In the second place, now that the
warm weather is coming back, it
is well to take some steps to ward
off the lousy little insect. He will
eat your clothes and get in your
way. When he gets in the way, we
are liable to swat him, but when
he eats our clothes, especially seldom-worn suits or dresses, we are
liable to forget him—which doesn't
do a bit of good. The best thing
we found is to spray the closet
with Flit every once in a while.
Surprisingly and believe it or not,
it doesn't leave an odor and it has
a habit of working. Incidentally,
it helps in the room. Spray the
window sills and sashes and the
door sill as well as the room generally. Personally we always include the floor and corners too.
Inasmuch as we seem to be giving out a lot of advice this week,
we may as well go ahead and cite
several places that may be of interest to you if you can find them.
Si Vario has been singing the
praises of the Little Grey House
(you probably know about this
one—just past the Rendezvous on
the right) where the Alpha Phis
gave a swell dance one night. The
boys seem to go out there evenings
but it may be only a luncheon and
dinner place; we don't know, but
it is a good place to know about.
Then down in Orlando where Birdsong's used to be is a new place
called "Chez Maurice". It's worth
the effort either for food and a
drink in the evening or especially
for the dollar dinners. They say
the steaks are excellent and the
specialty is a French dinner.
(Wine goes with the meal and it's
pretty good wine.) But our newest find is the Water Witch, and
we think it's swell. To our mind
it's greatest attraction is that the
bar looks clean. We don't say
that anyone else's bar is not clean,
but we are particular about looks
as well. We don't know where it
is located, we weren't driving, but
if you are riding around the other

Flan-L-tex

SLACKS
These sanforized wash
pants were very popular
last season. They are suited for tennis, boating, or
;ampus wear.
They come in tan and
white cords, fine stripes,
and small checked patterns.
And the price is the same.

$2.95
Gabardine Shorts
For swimming, tennis,
Btc. Whites, colors, and in
a variety of styles.

$1.65 and $1.95

R.C. BAKER, INCo

Expert Body
Work on all Cars

STEVEN'S
Service Garage
The New Ford

side of Orlando some time and I
watch the signs you will probably |
find it easily. Look for the Water
Witch Inn, and don't forget to I
look at the porch and the tennis i
courts. It's good for evenings. >
And while we don't go out to eat
very often, we think we most enjoyed the meal at the Latch String
in Orlando. It's a restaurant and
tea room.
There are many other places
which you probably know. The
Rafters has its uses if you like
it; the Fern you should visit just apart and always have to say eithto see the underground tunnel if er Suck or Henley, who got the
for nothing else (and they have sunburn. This time it is Betty
weenie and marshmallow roasts on Clark who has been sportin;
special occasions, too); you've all permanent blush.
heard of the Flamingo and Parrott's, but these feature cover or
At long last we've found out
dancing charges, and there are what's the matter with Berto Warmany others. This is far from be- ren, what makes him such a Doning anything approaching a com- nus Wannus. He has high blood
plete list and entirely omits the pressure, of all things.
places in town.
And a propos to Berto's lathronAfter all that preaching you ism of course calls to mind Cathie
are probably interested in not hav- Bailey. She wears her war paint
ing any more. Who can blame in the cutest places, on the end of
you? Not even Bob Van Beynum her little finger, no less.
or Don Murray who left town at
one thirty Saturday night to be
on hand for Campbell's race on
Sunday. The boys slept on the
beach, or at least intended to
when they left.

Madrid-Paris
Airline Will
Start May 15

And Billie Page crashes back at
us again this week. Can you imagine it, you fashion fiends, his
tie not only goes with his shirt
but the whole business is picked to
match his underwear and his suit
has to blend in too.
Also, speaking of Clothes, Si
Vario got himself all pressed for
time the other day, Saturday. He
took time out from play rehearsal to be initiated into K. A. congratulations, but didn't have time
to get out of his costume before
arriving in the Beanery to wait
on tables.
Incidentally, clothes remind us
of Kay Winchester who wore a
y striking regalia the other
day—we liked it. But that's not
the point.
Did you know she
sings, she does it in public.
But that's not as bad as what
re caught Durl Rogers at. Last
t-eek we were studying in the
oom when the most unholy rackt started outside of the window.
We looked out and there was Durl,
ding raucuoualy around t h e
'orseshoe on a bicycle with Bob
Morrow in hot pursuit on a second
two-wheeler.
Poor Gulie, that Daves woman.
She went out canoeing the other
evening with two other couples,
rything was going fine until
! to come in, when she and one
of the other girls got their dates
etting up the most unholy racket
calling all over lake Virginia. Finally the girls went home—^thank
heaven—but then they sent out
r dates as a searching party
for the missing couple, who met
the rescuers just as they (the er.
rants) were coming home. Can
you imagine being in distress
(disdress) on Lake Virginia?

Phi Delts Give
House Dance
Phi Delta Theta fraternity entertained a group of friends Saturday night, March 2, from 8:30
until 12 o'clock, with an informal
house dance. The house was attractively decorated with palmetto leaves and bouquets of wild
flowers.
Punch was served throughout
the evening. The chaperones for
the dance were Dr. and Mrs. Salstrom ad Prof, and Mrs. Howard.
The guests were the Misses Jane
Brown, Jeanne Gillette, Helen
Brown, Carol Stanley, Peggy Jennison, Marjorie White, Eleanor
Reese, Criket Manwaring, Tampa
Hyer, Virginia Holm, Virginia
Boyd, La Georgia Newell, Elfreda
Wynant, Betty Trevor, Grace Hitchew and Helen Keywan.

By LESTER ZIFFREN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Madrid, March 6 (UP)—The inauguration of the projected Madrid-Paris airline, scheduled for
May 15, literally will remove Spain
from its isolated position in western Europe.
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Up to now Madrid's communicaLos Angeles, Calif.—All but
tion with western and central Europe was confined to a 24-hour one of the twelve young men selrailroad trip to Paris, while Ma- ected as the outstanding young
drid and Barcelona were connect- men of 1934 are college or univered with southern Europe by an sity graduates or at one time attended college. The selection of
aerial line to Rome.
The new airline will leave Paris 1934's "best" was made by Duronly four hours from Madrid, in- ward Howes, aditor of "America's Young men," who's who is of
stead of 24.
Fourteen passenger
Douglas the younger generations.
planes, each carrying a pilot, meThe only one placed on the list
chanic and radio operator, will
ho is not a college graduate is
leave Madrid daily at 7:30 a. m., Clark Gable, 34-year-old movie
and arrive in Paris at 11:40 a. m. actor who was selected for the
The return plane will leave from
jr roll for his outstanding
Paris at 3:40 p. m., and reach Ma- performance in the screen hit, "It
drid at C:50 p. m., thus permitting Happened One Night."
business men almost a full four
Following is the complete list:
hours between planes to transact
Walter E. Disney, Chicago
their affairs in Paris and be able Academy of Fine Arts, famed anto return to Madrid before eve- imated cartoonist, and president
ning.
of the Legion of Honor.
Airplane connections will permit
Lewis Douglas, Amherst^ Colpersons leaving Madrid in the lege, Harvard University and
morning to reach London, Berlin, Massachusetts Institute of TechAmsterdam, Berne or Warsaw on nology. A member of Alpha Delthe same day.
ta Phi, and formerly President
The new airline will also carry Roosevelt's director of budget.
mail.
Clark Gable, movie actor.
The route will be operated by
John Edgar Hoover, George
the Spanish Aerial Postal Lines, Washington University, member
now maintaining Aerial iNpohtES of Kappa Alpha fraternity, and
now maintaining service from Ma- t present director of investigadrid to Barcelona, Valencia and 'i tion, U. S. Department of JusSeville. The Spanish lines, under tice.
the present management, have not
Robert Marion LaFollette, Jr.,
had a single accident in six years University of Wisconsin, Beta
and have registered only a few Theta Pi, and now U. S. Senator
forced landings. A branch line
from Seville to the Canary Islands heads of the new Progressive
and one from Barcelona to Palma, Party.
Mallorca, also are maintained.
Charles August Lindbergh, Uni-

11 College Men
on List

McKean to Speak
on American Artists

The three girls in the negligee
costume at the Pop Concert had
that evening. Their costumes,
At the Art Seminar on Thursit as they were, just wouldn't
day, March 7, Hugh McKean will
stay on very well.
speak on present day American arAnd gossip has it that the boys tists, including such well known
the midnight spook show in Or- contemporary painters as Grant
lando last (Friday were greatly Wood, Edward Hopper, Thomas
amused. Especially Bus Greaves Benton, Luigi Lucioni, John Steuand
who repre- art Curry, and others.
Mr. McKean will illustrate his
sented the fats on the stage. The
was to tie their hands and talk with slides from the Metropolitan Museum of Art and with
then spirit away their clothing.
reproductions of the paintings
Last week it was one of the form the Rollins Art Library.
This interesting program is at
Sucks, we can never tell them
the regular seminar period, 10:45
Thursday morning. AU who are
connected with the college are inNew Spring Fabrics
vited to attend, and for others a
, . . for Your New Suit . . .
small fee will be charged as usual.
Come Make a Selection

ED RANDALL
Tailor

--O^-

"Ninety-nine kalomp! . . ninetynine kalomp! . . . ninety-nine kalomp!" What is it? Well, if you're
really interested, it is a centipede
with a wooden leg.—Ohio State
Lantern.
Advertise In
The Sandspur

versity of Wisconsin, and posessor of honorary degrees from New
York University, Princeton, and
Northwestern, was chosen for his
continued contribution to aviation.
Henry R. Luce, Yale and Oxford Universities, editor and publisher of Time and Fortune magazines.
Paul Allman Siple, Allegheny
College, Alpha Chi Rho, chief biologist of the second Byrd Antarctic Expedition. He was chosen
as the representative of 826,000
Boy Scouts to make the trip with
Commander Byrd.
Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., University of Virginia, Delta Psi, recently chosen vice-chairman of the
finance committee of the U. S.
Steel Corp.
Eugene L. Vidal, University of
Nebraska and North Dakota and
West Point Military Academy,
and Phi Delta Theta, now director of aeronautics, U. S. department of commerce.
James P. Warburg, Harvard
University, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
economist, writer, and vice-chairman of the Bank of Manhattan.
E. Richard West. University of

Orange Laundry
Acme Colonial Cleaners
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

Second Matinee
Musicale Saturday
At HoWs home
Dr. and Mrs. Hamilton Holt are
giving the second of the series of
two benefit matinee musicales at
their home on Chase Avenue, Winter Park, at 3:30 this Saturday afternoon. The proceeds are to go
in building a new driveway to the
president's residence. The A Capella Choir, the Mixed Octette, and
the Instrumental Trio will entertain the guests.
The group will open with a
group of songs by the choir which
will be followed with music by the
Trio. The Mixed Octette will then
sing a group and the program will
close with a group of songs by the
choir.
The program will consist of:
By the A Capella Choir:
Heavens are Telling .... Hayden
Ave Verum
___
Byrd
The Word of God
Grieg
0 Bone Jesu
By the Instrumental Trio:
Terzetto .—
Dvorak
By the Mixed Octette:
Kye Song of St. Bride .... Clokey
0 Peaceful Night
German
Song of the Peddler
Williams
By the A Capella Choir:
Father Most Holy....Christiansen
Cherubic Hymn
Gretchanoff
Listen to the Lambs
Dett
Hallelujah (from Mount of
Olives)
Beethoven
The A Cappella Choir is made
up of 52 selected voices, both male
and female, and is under the direction of Christopher Honaas of
the Rollins Conservatory of Music, Lyman Greaves is secretary
and Milford Davis is manager.
Singing in the Mixed Octette are
Misses Helen Welch, Kay Winchester, Hazel Bowen, and Dorothy Smith, and Messrs. John
Beaufort, William Page, Milford
Davis, and Lyman Greaves. This
is the first year that the Mixed
.Octette has been organized but it
has already sung on numerous programs at the Winter Hotels in and
around Winter Park and broadcast
on the Rollins Radio Hour last
week.
The Instrumental Trio is made
up of Gretchen Cox playing the
violin, Dante Bergonzi, violin, and
Harve Clemens, violin.
The musicale is open to the public and all are invited. Tickets,
which will cost seventy-five cents,
may be purchased at the deor.
Southern California, University
of California at Los Angeles,
president of the United
States
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
All of those named were included in the 1934 edition of America's Young Men, with the exception of Clark Gable, who has received unusual acclaim since the
book was published because of
his work in the success "It Happened One Night." The nominations were made afte xa survey
of the accomplishments of four
thousand or more men mentioned
in America's Young Men, as well
as many additional names, most
of which will be included in the
1935 edition.
"It was a difficult task to select twelve men from such a large
number of men, all of whom are
doing great things and many of
whom are outstanding in their respective fields," Howes stated.
The largest delegation of students
from any foreign country to the
United States comes from China.
—Brown and White.

"United States"
Final Lecture
b}^ Martin

Miami Enjoys
Boom Rivaling
Days of 1926

In concluding his discussions of
democracies in his series on international relations, Professot
John Martin of Rollins College will
speak on "The United States" in
his lecture Thursday, March 7, in
the Winter Park Congregational
Church. The lecture is announced
as the last in the series on inne.
Tomorrow's discussion will begin at 11a. m. No admission is required, but a collection will be taken for the benefit of the Rollins
College Scholarship Fund.

Miami, Fla., March 6 (UP)—Not
since the boom days of 1926 has
Miami enjoyed such a record flow
of tourists, according to Mayor E.
G. Sewell. The hotels, railroad
and steamship lines, travel agencies and business houses report an
increase of over 30 per cent above
last year, which was then an alltime record, according to Sewell.
This exceeds by nearly 50 per
cent the volume of tourist traffic
during the boom days of 1925-26,
The city's record of close to one
million and a half visitors in 1934
brings America's fourth
largest
industry, the tourist business,
back to its normal rating, Sewell
said.

Sponsor Library
Bridge Benefit

Housing Survey
Miami has just completed a survey of housing and living conditions, the Mayor said, which shows
that there still can be accomodated another 50,000 visitors without any material congestion. It
showed thousands of rooms in
well appointed apartment houses
and private residences as low as
$7 weekly, and in many hotels
from $2 to $5 daily, according to
Sewell. He said Miami can accomodate 150,000 visitors a t one
time. "There is no reason why a
winter visitor in Mimai cannot
find what he wants in the way of
living accomodations and at a
price he wants to pay if he will
only look around and do some
shopping," Mayor Sewell said. "We
have more medium priced hotels
Mrs. John Martin, Mrs. J. J. and apartment houses than any
Pfister, Miss Virginia Robie, Mrs. other resort in the United States.
Nell Lester, Dr. Evelyn Newman,
Plenty of Room
Mrs. Arthur McKean, and Mrs. E.
B. Mendsen comprise the hospital"Miami is well able to take care
ity committee.
of all its guests this winter. A
great majority of Florida's visitors are coming on a ten-day to
two-week trip, which gives Miami
a quicker turn-over in tourist travel than ever before. Fifty per
cent of our tourists are coming by
Wellsburg, W. Va. ( U P ) — R e d automobile, spending a week here,
Cloud, 92-year-old full-blooded In- five days touring the rest of the
dian, who doesn't know how many state, and the other three days or
times he has been married, has so en route.
made another matrimonial ven"Current rumor in the North
ture, this time with a 26-year-old that Miami's prices are sky-high
"paleface" woman as a bride.
are not true. Our rates are ten
The bride, a pretty brunette, per cent less than they were in
was, until her marriage, Loretta 1928-29 and 75 per cent less than
Plunkett, of Weirton, W. Va. The they were in 1925. The increase
couple obtained a marriage li- in rates over last season averages
cense here and were married by around ten per cent, an increase
the Rev. W. J. Frayer.
that is due to rising prices under
Red Cloud lives at Rayland, 0., government codes in all direcwhere he calls himself "Big Medi- tions."
cine Man." He is six feet and a
half tall, arrow-straight.
They laughed when I sat down
to play the modernistic piano. How
PEABODY, Mass. ( U P ) — T h e the devil was I to know it was
distinction of being an ideally only a bookcase.
—Bear Tracks
married couple is accorded Mr. and
Mrs. William Sheen, 89 and 85,
respectively. When they celebrated their 67th wedding anniversary,
they announced that they never
had had a verbal skirmish during
their married life.
The Women's Association of
Rollins College is sponsoring a
bridge for the benefit of the Rollins library, Tuesday, March 12, at
Windemere Woods, the home of
Mrs. John Martin.
Co-chairmen of the affair are
Mrs. L. E. Kinsler and Miss Maria L. Patterson. Prizes are being
donated by Miss Audrey Packham,
Miss Chloe Lyle, and Mrs. R. D.
Marshall. Mrs. Jack MacDowall
and Mrs. William Melcher are in
charge of the card tables and
equipment. Mrs. Kinsler and Miss
Lyle have charge of the refreshments also. The entertainment
committee consists of Mrs. H. R.
Pierce. Miss Katherine Lewis has
charge of publicity.
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circulation; all these will be found
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investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
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its capabilities, our respect goes even higher for her intellectual honesty.
We ofi'er little sympathy to those
readers who believe that Polyanna
will place their play under white
lights. Naturally it will be genuinely satisfying to any undergraduate
of Rollins to realize that the dramatic group of this college has become
proficient enough to warrant a later
revival of "Hamlet". However, present obstacles loom too high.
If metropolitan critics should condemn too heartily the Broadway
stand, the proposed road trip would
be far more detrimental than beneficial both to the company and the
college. Many points must be considered in this proposition.
However, we speak not only for
this publication, but for the college
and community as well, in our sincere hope that the proposed Broadway trip will materialize. We are
certain that, despite its few slight
imperfections, the Founders' Week
performances of "Hamlet" surpassed
completely any amateur production
we have seen. With more work on
the part of the entire company it is
not unlikely that the production will
meet with success on the New York
stage. We extend heartiest congratulations to the dramatic group in its
undertaking of this project. Though
the obstacles seem large, they may
be overcome. The proposal deserves
respect and sympathy from every
source.

' the act of March 3, 1879.
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Broadway Bound
Complaints concerning the Sandspur's review of the Rollins dramatic production, "Hamlet," on February 21 and 22, have been frequent
and warm. It may be well to add a
word regarding that notice of the
play and the players' intentions of
presenting Shakespeare's tragedy in
New York. Although this writer
witnessed only the final production
of the drama, criticisms of the previous offerings lead us to believe that
in the greater part the reviewer was
thoroughly honest in her remarks of
the Thursday evening and Friday
matinee performances. Should the
play be given again (and we sincerely hope that it will be) the criticism
may prove constructive in eliminating many of the faults of the present interpretation. As for the reviewer's speeding the play toward
Broadway by a favorable critique,
that is another issue entirely.
As was obvious in last week's report, the setting, in its entirety, the
cutting, for the most part, and the
leading roles, with only a few exceptions, were remarkable in their general execution. As the critic also
made apparent, the faults were mainr
ly minor ones, and can be removed
with slight adjustment. It seerhs
far better to have the failings discovered before the company leaves
Winter Park rather than after the
first performance in Manhattan. In
no way, we believe, was the reviewer
of the recent article unfair. Rather
our interpretation of that article
was that the author realized the possibility of taking the play into larger circles and tried to add an impersonal and helpful note in order
that the already splendid production
might be perfected even more. If,
on the other hand, the writer felt
that the student company's interpretation of "Hamlet" fell far short of

Radio Program
Professor Pierce and his cohorts
who devise and execute the Rollins
Radio Hour have in the past several
weeks made a concerted eflfort to improve the programs with a view to
give the listener something to which
he will listen, and which at the same
time will be instructive, and it can
be said with justification that the
standards of the Hour have been
raised as is witnessed by the reports
which have come in on the three programs last week, beginning Monday
evening with Professor Clark's discussion of Consumer's Problems, followed by the Speech Studio on Wednesday, and concluded with a finished
presentation by the Octet of the Rollins Choir Thursday evening which
compared more than favorably with
many similar programs which are
released through the coast to coast
hook-up of Columbia.
It is a very difficult problem to
plan these programs so as to be acceptable to all, many Winter Park
people feeling that a college program
should be made up entirely of cut
and dried discussion and classical
music, while others prefer programs
in a lighter vein, and it is with this
fact in view that the programs now
being presented are diversified in
their appeal.
The Sandspur feels that the Rollins Hour can be made into a great
power in the community for the furtherance of education and worthwhile
discussion on serious matters, as
well as presenting musical programs
of value, and welcomes this first step
to raise it from mediocrity.

A Terrible Plea for Safety
(From the Ring-tiun Phi of May 15,
1934—reprinted in the Ring-turn Phi
of October 16, 1934)
The most impressive figures on
traffic accidents and deaths from accidents pass unnoticed, but the tragedies of the year within our own
group should be the most earnest,
touching appeal for careful driving
ever made. A few minutes in time
and the thrills of a wild, unrestrained joy-ride cannot begin to compensate for the sorrow that pours in
upon one when something goes
wrong. The essence of life may be
to do and dare, but only when there
is a worthy end in view and tlie happiness of other people is not at
stake too. The odds are against the
reckless driver more and more all
the time, and the stakes of life and
death are big ones. After twenty
years we have not yet realized that
the problem of careless driving is
one of life and death; not that we
should keep this grim aspect in mind,
because we do not have to, for safe
driving is a habit, just as its opposite is a vice.
It is unfortunate that our lessons
must be so terrible, but even then are
we learning anything? Not until we
brand the student who boasts of
speed records set over treacherous
mountain roads as a fool and the irresponsible driver as an enemy of
our safety can we hope to keep from
piling up the wrecked cars and the
wrecked lives. It is inevitable that
recklessness with high-powered automobiles will lead to grief, and, though
the worst offenders escape, some-
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one is going to pay, and often he has
but once to pay. Everything has its
price, and the price of reckless driving is far too high. The sooner we
all come to understand this and drive
accordingly, the more effectively will
we be acting to prevent the recurrence of these terrible tragedies that
cause us so much pain and sorrow.

8y,0ENE CARR

JUST HUMANS

X CHANGES
A student at the University of
California awoke after an operation and found the blinds of his
room drawn. He asked the doctor
w^hy. "Well," he was told, "there's
a fire burning across the alley
and I didn't want you to wake up
and think that the operation had
been a failure.—Brown and White.

Crusade
Eighty-five Vassar undergraduates invaded the capitol of the Empire State, Albany, last week to protest the proposed law requiring students in institutions supported, in
whole or in part, by public funds, to
take an oath of allegiance to the Constitution. The girls, who were reinforced by a contingent from Skidmore College, took the position that
the law was an infringement on freedom of thought and speech, as all
thinking people must. They made a
courageous stand for a principle,
though the law in question would
have no effect on them for Vassar
and Skidmore receive no money from
the State of New York.

BOUND TO BE READ
"I Was Condemned to the Chair,"
by Edward F. McGrath
(Stokes,
i$2.75).
Sing Sing's former Number 61550
looks back on sixteen years of prison
life and a short stay in the deathhouse with a nostalgia almost as of
an alumnus recalling his alma mater.
He recalls famous Sing Sing personalities: Charles Chapin, cordially
disliked by other prisoners for his
overbearing manners. Owney Madden. McGrath says he knocked him
out in a fight.
McGrath's stay at Sing Sing was
twice interrupted by transfer to Dannemora, the "Siberia of America,"
and to Comstock, the honor prison.
McGrath writes sturdily, without
self-pity, of eventful days "up the
river."
A saga of the Argentine pampas
was written by Ricardo Guiraldes in
1926, and, according to Waldo Frank,
has become a classic in that South
American country.
Translated by
Harriet de Onis and with a foreword
by Frank, it no wis presented for
American readers under the title
"Don Segundo Sombra: Shadows on
the Pampas."
Frank compares it to Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn" and it does have
passages reminiscent of that masterpiece of boyhood. But we find it related more closely to the cowboy tales
of our own cattle country, written
and illustrated by Will James.
It is a story of young adventure
and life as a gaucho and swing along
with lusty vigor and vitality.

ASermon in aSentence
By Dean Charles k. Campbell
Robert Browning reprobated the
"ghastly smooth life".
The passionate activity of our own
time is a summons to Hve fully and
soberly, to emerge from the calm and
the cloisture and to dedicate ourselves completely to the tasks charged with terrific power for weal and
for woe.
How can any true man live smoothly and unmoved in such an agitated
atmosphere which now enfolds us?
Who wants to go back to the Middle ages when aspiration languished,
when the race blood was sluggish and
an intellectual stupor lay like a fog
upon the continent of Europe?
We ought to learn the truth concerning the fever raging in the minds
of men the world over, and we want
the truth in the interest of justice
and righteousness.
We ought to discover what is to
blame for the universal unrest, whether it is the energy of life or the
agony of death.
We have learned by a long and bitter experience that no man liveth to
himself or worketh or thinketh to
himself—and this is true with nations as with individuals.
Instead of being dragged down into a cheap cynicism or a deadly pessimism let us renew our faith in life
and give ourselves to the creation of
a nobler social order.
"Give me men to match my mountains ;
Give me men to match my plains—
Men with empires in their purpose.
Men with eras in their brains."
Who wants to be a useless mollycoddle ?

At Ohio university a philosophy
professor has used the same joke
for years. When he has passed
out the papers for a final exam he
sits up in front of the room and
waits for a co-ed to powder her
nose. Whereupon he arises haughtily and, pointing an accusing finger at the otfender, says, "Young
lady, this is not a make-up examination."—Brown and White.
A professor at Vassar who used
to rant and rave at gum chewers
has finally been silenced. He
bought 100 shares of American
Chiclet.—Brown and White.

An Exanyjle

F. B. KNOWLES CLOSE
LINKED WITH ROLLINS HISTORY
This is the twelfth of a
series of articles which appear in the Sandspur as
part of its observance of the
Rollins Semi-centenniaL
By JOHN BEAUFORT
Francis Bangs Knowles was oi
of the most generous benefacto
Rollins College and Winter Park
ever had. It was fitting, there.
fore, that on the eve of Rollins
recent Founders' W e e k there
should appear a little brochure
counting some of the ways
which Mr. Knowles served
adopted city. The booklet which
is being circulated from the Chapel, was issued under the supervision of Mrs. Prances Knowles
Warren and is prefaced by a tribute from Dean Charles A. Campbell.

A professor at Roanoke college
claimed some of his pupils would
soon be as famous as Napoleon at
the rate they are going down in
history.—The Blue Stocking.

and gave to Winter Park of today
Drinking dictionary compiled by
one of its distinctive attractions, the U. C. L. A. "Daily Bruin":
another evidence of their farAt New York, you're intoxicated.
sightedness and wisdom.
At Harvard you're inebriated.
*'From that time until his death
At M. I. T. you "go on a binge
Mr. Knowles was a large benefac- and suspend your colloids."
tor of both the town and Rollins
At Texas and Arizona you "take
College. He contributed large^ly a double dose of shellack" until
to the original fund of $14,000 you get a "good stew" and then
raised to secure the location of you're "blottoed".
Rollins College in Winter Park. He
At Virginia, you "go get swackalso became a member of the first ed", and "pickle a corky".
Board of Trustees of the College
—Brown and White
in which capacity he served until
his death. May 15, 1890. . .
They called her miss at seven"When the College opened Noteen.
vember 4, 1885, the first Knowles
They called her miss at twenty.
Chapel, which with its furnishings
If they called her miss at thirtywas the gift of Mr. Knowles, was
nine,
already under construction.
It
She must have missed a-plenty.
was dedicated March 9, 188G, and
—Daily Illini
was the first College building to
Maybe she was just smart.
be completed on the Rollins campus. It was also the first building
devoted to College purposes to be
erected in the state of Florid;
During the dedication exercises
President Hooker read a letter
from Mr. Knowles saying that if
funds were at once raised to furA professor of psychology at
nish 'Pinehurst' dormitory which
was nearing completion, he would Boston University has banished
erect and equip a dining hall and note-taking in his courses, declara kitchen for the College. In fif- ing that note^taking substitutes
teen minutes the necessary amount the hand for the brain and in the
was raised, and another building end offers a very poor and incomalso the gift of Mr. Knowles, was plete reproduction of the lecture.
thus assured for the year-old Rol- —Swathmore Phoenix
lins College."
Exactly 258 colleges and univerThe first Knowles Hall, as we
sities in the United States have rehave recounted in a previous artiligious affiliations with the Catholcle, was destroyed by fire on Deics leading with 75.—The Flat Hat.
cember 2, 1909. For nearly a
quarter of a century it had been
The quality of America's educathe administrative, religious, social and academic center of the col- tion may remain an indefinable
entity,
but here's some light on its
lege. A second Knowles Hall was
erected soon after this, to which quantity: Education is our second
biggest
business. It ranks right afAndrew Carnegie gave $25,000 and
Mrs. Knowles, the widow of the ter the wholesale and retail trade.
In
the
1931-32
period the total edgreat Rollins benefactor, $10,000.
With this and other gifts, Mrs. ucational expenditures were $2,Knowles, and indeed the Knowles 964,073,024, which is more than
family as a whole, continued the the value of manufactured progenerous gifts which he had begun. ducts for 1931.—Scarlet and Blark
"Long before Mr. Knowles had
A questionaire sent out by the
come to Winter Park in 1883 he
had shown his interest and gener- -Columbia University Press to the
osity in connection with both re- largest universities and colleges in
ligion and education. It was sec- the United States and Canada has
ond nature for him to give to both revealed that faculty members
causes and his generosity contin- read The New York Times more
than any other newspaper. — The
ued to the time of his death.
"When it became evident that Johnsonian.

As the name of Mr. Knowles
and Rollins must always remain
inseparable terms in connection
with the founding and growth of
Rollins, I have chosen exerpti
from the aforementioned booklet
for this article.
"In the winter of 1883," the brochure r e a d s , ''Frances Bangs
Knowles of Worcester, Massachusetts, came to Florida in search of
health as many thousands have
done before and since, but few viS'
itors have so built themselves into
the life and memory of Central
Florida as did Mr. Knowles. After
remaining a few weeks in Jacksonville he decided to visit the orange
growing section of the state, and
the thriving little village of Orlando. WTiile going up the Oclawaha River by boat, Mr. Knowles
met his old friend, Colonel Franklin Fairbanks of St. Johnsbury,
who persuaded him to tarry at
Winter Park for a visit. At that
time Winter Park was a tiny hamlet without streets or sidewalks,
whose future and fortune were in
promise rather than in fulfillment.
The settlement consisted of a few
frame dwellings, several country
stores and a boarding house known
as "The Rogers House". This
modest hotel at which Mr. Knowles stayed now forms a part of
the Virginia Inn".
Mr. Knowles stayed a few weeks
at Winter Park and was so impressed during his visit that he
finally decided to cast in his lot
"with the little village which owes the growing village of Winter
so much to his guiding hand and Park needed a public school buildhis many benevolences."
ing, it was Mr. Knowles who perThe booklet continues:
sonally built, paid for and equip"Upon Mr. Knowles arrival he ped a structure which was known
found a large frame hotel partly as Knowles Public School. At the
constructed but uncompleted for time of its dedication on February
lack of funds. It is believed that 11, 1890, Loring A Chase said: "I
his first 'investment' in Winter utter no unmeaning and fulsome
Park was the pi-oviding of the
•d, and I am sure I voice the
necessary money to complete the sentiments of the community when
Seminole Hotel accomodating four
that long after this buildhundred guests and situated at ing named in his honor, shall have
that time at the head of New Eng- passed the last stages of decay,
land Avenue. The hotel was conH the name of Frances B. Knownected with the railway station by les be to this people a revered and
a street car line on New England cherished memory growing brightAvenue, whose one street ear was
with each passing year.' The
drawn by a single mule. It was building still stands (1935) and is
Mr. Knowles who provided this now known as the Winter Park
'luxurious' mode of travel for the • Hotel on Canton Avenue.
early visitors to Winter Park. . .
"During the early years of Rol"When the Winter Park Com- lins College, as is the case with
pany was incorporated in Febru- most educational institutions, there
ary, 1885, Mr. Knowles became was often a deficit at the close of
a director of the Company. Soon the year. On several occasions
after he purchased a controlling this deficit was quietly paid in full
interest and became its president, j by Mr. Knowles. He was also a
with CoL Franklin Fairbanks as j generous contributor to the Scholvice-president.
By 1887 Mr. j arship Fund for the aid of worthy
Knowles was generally referred to students who could not otherwise
as 'the principal owner of Winter meet the college tuition for each
Park.' It was he, and his asso- . twelve weeks term, the charge of
ciates, who planted the thousands I $48 for board and the $12 per term,
of oaks trees which line our streets j
(Continued on Page 5)
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Believing that experience is the
best teacher, authorities at Tulane
University, require pre-medical
men to swallow a rubber tube.
The authorities justify their orby saying, "It will show them
what the feelings of their future
patients will be."—De Paulia.
Authorities at Harvard University are instituting tests to determine the origin of the famous
Harvard accent. Freshmen now
will be required to make phonograph records when they enroll
and again when they graduate.—
De Paulia.

A Student Speaks
The Rollins Sandspur:
In last week's edition there was
this bit of friendly advice, "Too
many men haven't put out the old
flame when they look for a new
match."
Here's another I would like to
advance, "Some men have a habit
of saying 'She roped me in' — 'I
was dragged into taking her' —
'She has asked me for a date' —
whom do they think they are fooling?"—A Eollins Student.
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Woman's Club to
Give Entertainment
Friday Night

Annual "Pop"
Concert Held
in Recreation Hall

The annual benefit entertainment and dance of the Winter
Park Woman's club will be given
Friday evening, March 8. The program is being sponsored by Mrs,
H. S. Thompson, director of the
club's drama department.
Festivities begin at 8:15 with a
variety revue, "Then and Now,"
which will be presented under the
direction of Dorothea Thomas
Lynch. A feature of this will be
an amusing tabloid "melodrammer" with a group of local residents taking part, among them being Mrs. John Martin, Dr. Arthur
MacGugan, Mrs. Douglas Murray, Louis Kimball, John Houston,
Gerard Lowrie, Miss Rachel Harris, Miss Flora Harris, Miss Jean
Gillies, Mott Davis, and Wilmer
Wing. Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Hammond have charge of the "vil_
lage choir."
The modern side of the revue
will present a "Melody Trio" composed of the Misses Rebecca Ann
Coleman, Katrina Knowlton, and
Cricket Manwaring, in song and
harmony. There will also be a tap
dance team from the Ebsen Studios in Orlando. Mrs. Lynch and
Robert Currie will present a satirical Hollywood sketch with which
they have been touring the state
this season, "The Only True
Friends". Mrs. Emily Lippencott
Webster will attempt an impersonation of the popular Lucienne
Boyer.
At the conclusion of the program, the floor will be cleared for
dancing.

The annual "Pop" concert of the
Symphony Orchestra of Central
Florida at Winter Park was conducted by Mr. Clemens on February 28.
"Farewell Symphony," the first
number on the program, by Joseph
Hadyn was an authentic portrayal
of the ways and means appropriated in handling an orchestra rehearsal, in the days of Papa Hadyn, soft music and beer gardens.
Barbara Parsons' lovely and
graceful "Siamese Dance" followed the most enjoyable "Moscow
String Quartet."
An interesting event was the
"Old Time Germany" procession,
where we saw how the bands used
to walk down the aisles.
Then there was the procession
of the members in various costumes, portraying different scenes
from the operas. The "Pied Piper"
received first prize.
The "Pop" concert ended on one
of the lovliest movements in the
music world, that old and popular
"Moment Musical" by Schubert.
This year's "Pop" concert was one
of the most enjoyable of the sea-
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(Continued from Page 4)
•oom rent; a total of S243 for
be college year . . .
Knowles' philosophy of life
,as finely expressed in one senj„ce which was the working mot„ of his life: 'The world shall be
etter for ™y having passed
hrough it.' On both his father's
^i mother's side, Mr. Knowles inlerited the fine and sturdy qual[jes of the Puritans and Pilgrims,
ltd his lieen sense of social obliition and stewardship dictated
is attitude toward every worthy
ause. Interwoven in his char^.jer and personality, however,
fas the genial disposition of the
resterner and the sunny temperajent of the southerner, all of
rhich combined to make him a
harming man. His generosity was
lever ostentatious. He held no
lublic office and avoided publicity.
„ hand was open to every instiotion in need and to innumerable
ndividuals who, without his spmlathy and support, would have suffered want and destitution . . .
"It was in memory of her fath,r, Francis Bangs Knowles, and to
Express the spiritual quality of
lis heart and to perpetuate his inluence, that Mrs. George E. War^n (Frances Knowles Warren)
iresented to Eollins College in
1932 the majestic Knowles Memorial Chapel and the Cloisters
(which enclose tho beautiful Chapel
Garden."
The booklet closes with four
resolutions in memory ot Mr.
Rnowles, passed respectively by
the Board of Trustees of Rollins
College; the directors of the Orlando and Winter Park Railway
Company, who started the Dinky;
the directors of the Winter Park
Company and Rev. E. P. Hooker,
^hen president of Eollins, who
"His hand has been in the
A Sparks Theatre

building of nearly every enterprise
from the College, Church, parsonage, Seminole Hotel, down to very
common things. Without him, we
may safely say, the Winter Park
of today would scarcely be."
And without his daughter, Mrs.
Warren, much of the continuation
of the work which he began would
never have been
ADVERTISE IN
THE SANDSPUR
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Hollywood—(UP)—The reason the ridiculous-comic
which
that some comedians make you her bark is always
than
laugh and others do not is be- her bite."
cause every portrayer of comedy
Roland Young, also in "Ruggles
roles depends upon a different of Red Gap," is funny because he
technique, according to Charlie is a comedian well versed in all
Ruggles.
that's mechanically correct, acRuggles has reason to know cording to Charlie Ruggles. He
whereof he speaks, since he finds understands point values, and in
himself one ui a whole herd of addition is an expert handler of
comedians apneanng together in lines. His dignified aspect makes
"Ruggles of Red Gap" at Para- a comedy line seem all the more
mount, and ail vieing with one
As for himself, Ruggles, he is
another for laughs.
In analyzing the comedians and a comedian because the public
the way they achieve their ef- made him one.
"I haven't got a funny face or
fects, Ruggles pointed to Charles Laughton, who plays Ruggles matmer," he declaTed. "I never
even played a funny role on the
in the story.
"His brand of humor relies en- stage. But in my first motion
tirely upon the seriousness with picture role the audience laughed
which he attacks his role of the at me, and I've been a comedian
simple English buitler," Ruggles ever since."
It's not what he does that's
said.
"At the first opportunity he cre- funny, said Ruggles—it's what
ates a sincere interest in himself. f he doesn't do. His serious techThen he goes through the various nique and his portrayals of the
things that create humor. But underdog appeal to the audience.
it's his ability to make himself
felt seriously before he attempts
Davenport, Wash. (UP)—Alvin
comedy that makes his humor a Paulsen, high school athlete, owed
success.
his life to fate, or a mechanical
"I know ZaSu Pitts doesn't ag- defect, when he fell on a buzz saw.
ree with me, but I think her Just as he fell, the belt of the
hands rank first in her aids to saw slipped off, stopping it. Paulcomedy. Next are her eyes, her sen was cut badly on his arm and
voice and her posture. They all hand. If the belt had remained
go to make her funny to the au- on, he would have been cut in two.
dience.
Raleigh, N. C. (UP)—E L. Mil"In addition, she has acquired
a sense of what her audience likes ler, of Washington, D. C , was so
from her. She capitalized so well anxious to get here for a meeting
on it that she would still be pop- that he drove all night, stopping
ular in 1982. It's a mixture of only long enough to fix engine
trrouble which arose en route. He
the pathetic and the ridiculous.
Mary Boland's success lies in arrived early on the meeting day
her portrayals of the 'comic-vix- and went to sleep. He was still
en' type of woman. That is, she asleep several hours ' later, when
always tries to dominate.
It's the meeting adjourned.

Last Day

Barbara Stanwyck
WOMAN IN RED
added
Comedy—Cartoon

RUMBA
George Raft and
Carole Lombard

Saturday, March 9

CARNIVAL

When strangers meet
I break the ice

Jyn uowi
'am. uxxu/t

with

Lee Tracy
Sally Eilers
Jimmy Durante
PRIZE NIGHT—9:00 P. M.

JUicfeuSOofcA

Sunday-Monday, March 10-11

PJE E

Y o u like m e best because I a m
so mellow, rich, flavorful. She
chooses m e in preference to
o t h e r c i g a r e t t e s for a n o t h e r
reason; because I a m so mild
and easy on her throat. But you
both prefer m e because I a m
made exclusively from fragrant.

expensive center leaves. T h a t ' s
why I ' m milder. T h a t ' s w h y I
tastebetter. N o top leaves, unripe
and stinging; n o b o t t o m leaves,
coarse and sandy, are permitted
to destroy my uniform mildness
and good taste. I ' m your best
friend. I a m your L u c k y Strike.

Its R u a g l e

LUCKIES USE ONLY IHt

CENTER LEAVES

CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE
^ ' M Chas. Laagliton '
Mary Soland
•jharlie Ruggles
sr

ZESU

Pj

I M u d TouiU • ttila Hiams

Pitts

"TtoYlaJ^ pe^

Rollins Octette
Gives Musicale
The Rollins octette, which has
sung during the past two weeks at
Altamonte, the Irving Bacheller
Essay Contest, and broadcast over
WDBO, gave a musicale at the
Colonial Orange Court Hotel last
Sunday night.
The program consisted of negro
spirituals, sea chanteys, and folk
songs sung not only by the octette
but by the male chorus. The octette, composed of Dorothy Smith,
Helen Welch, Katherine Winchester, Hazel Bowen, Bus Greaves,
Milford Davis, John Beaufort, and
Bill Page, is under the direction of
Christopher O. Honaas of the Conservatory of Music.
Advertise in The Sandspur,

PfflMU
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu sponsored a benefit bridge and tea for
the purpose of raising funds for
the fraternity Healthmobile, Saturday afternoon, March 2. The affair was given at the home of Mrs.
George Kraft, 541 Georgia Avenue, and the house was filled with
guests. The programme was given entirely by Phi Mu girls. Miss
Virginia Orebaugh played the piano. Miss Kay Winchester sang
three numbers, and Miss Katherine Shumaker, an Alpha Omega
who has been studying in New
York for the past two years,
danced. Delightful refreshments
were served at five o'clock. Mrs.
Jeanne Jacques Pfister and Mrs.
E. T. Brown poured.
Monday evening, March 4, Phi
Mu celebrated its 83rd anniversary
with a banquet at Perrydell. Active members and a large group of
alumni were present The fraternity colors, rose and white, were
used in the floral pieces and other
decorations. Mrs. Dorothy Hartridge Lewter (Rollins '31) who is
State Alumni Chairman of Phi
Mu, was toast mistress for the
evening. The three speakers for
the evening were Mrs. Frances
Bloodgood Irgang (Rollins '31),
Miss Mildred Muccia and Miss
Marjorie Beisel.
Mr. Robert Bardwell, from the
University of Florida at Gainesville was the weekend guest of
Miss Kay Winchester.

Cffl OMEGA
The Chi Omega sorority entertained their patronesses with a tea
March 3 at the sorority house
Marlene Eldredge was in charge
and Ester Knepper assisted.
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega
held a tea Sunday afternoon at the
chapter house from 4:30 to 5:30,
The following friends and patronesses were invited: Mrs. Tinsley
West, Mrs. J. Eolfe Davis, Mrs,
Acey Caraway, Mrs. Jess Osincup

Miss May Bell O'Neil, Mrs. Donald Holland, Mrs. David B. Heyer,
Mrs. Silas B. Trumbo, Mrs. Carl
Morris Dann, Mrs. Floyd B. Powell,
Mrs. Royal S. France, Mrs. Edwin L. Clark, Mrs. George Newton, Miss Alice Guild, Miss Clara
Guild, Mrs. W. H. Tappan, Mrs. W.
M. McMillan, Mrs. C. B. Vincent,
Mrs. W. A. Scott, Mrs. George
Noyes, Dr. and Mrs. Albert Shaw,
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Barbour, Mrs.
C. Fred Ward, Miss Katherine
Lewis, Miss Clara Adolphs, Dr.
Ruth Hart, Mrs. Edward Mitchell,
Mrs. E. S. Fownes, Mrs. A. L.
Robinson, Mrs. U. T. Bradley, Mrs.
J. Knepper, Mrs. Harry Sinclair,
Mrs. C. W. Plumb, Mrs. Mark Eld.
redge, and Mrs. S. G. Wells.

ALPHA Pffl
Beta Lambda of Alpha Phi announces the formal initiation of
Betty Clark, Natalie Harris, Perry
Oldham, Durl Rogers, Virginia
Roush, Jane Sensenbrenner, Elsie Shippey, Doris Smiley, Jane
Stoner, Carol Stanley, and Caroline Veeder.
First year girls were entertained at a tea given by Alpha Phi on
Wednesday. This was the fifth
similar event instigated by Pan
Hellenic.
Members of Alpha Phi were
guests of General and Mrs. Avery
D. Andrews, 500 Interlachen Avenue, at a tea Saturday afternoon.
Carol Williams spent the weekend at the new home of her parents in Miami.
Mrs. Franklin Rousch and Mrs.
E. L. Shippey have returned to
St. Petersburg after visiting their
daughters, Virginia and Elsie, for
a week.
St. Louis, Mo. (UP)—A father,
William Glenn, has filed a suit
against his son, William, Jr., for
$25,000 damages as the result of
an automobile accident in which
his wife was killed and he was
seriously injured.
The parents
were riding in the son's car when
it crashed into a bridge abutment.

THE ROLLINS

PHI DELTS MEET
KAPPA ALPHA IN
COURT FINALE TONITE
Phi Delt Victory in Last Game
Will Place Teams in Two-way
Tie;
Game to Start at 8 P. M.

y

SANDSPUR

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Sir Malcolm Campbell, English racing star, on last Friday
and Saturday, made trial runs prior to his attempt to break
his own world record for automobile driving which now
stands at over 270 miles per hour. On Sunday Campbell
drove the Bluebird about 270 but failed to drive it to its
full capacity. Present indications tend to make us believe
that the final run will probably be made some time next
week-end, possibly on either Saturday or Sunday.

In the last game of the second half and the final game of
After the Sunday run Campbell
the basketball tournament Kappa Alpha, winner of the first informed bystanders and reporter with Florida. Each opponent has
half, will oppose the Phi Delta Theta team tonight in what that the beach was far too rough won from Rollins once.
promises to be the fastest contest of the intramural season. for a record-breaking run but that Bob Servis paired with Tom

The K. A.'s are undefeated
their contests so far this
Another win will give them undisputed first place, while a loss
will put the two teams in a deadlock and will necessitate a playoff of three games to decide the

Kappa Alpha Leads
In Volleyball Play
Three s c h e d u l e d volleyball
games yesterday brought the first
half of the tournament
close with Kappa Alpha enjoying
a slight advantage ovei
peting teams. The K.
leading the league by a margin of
one game over the second-pl
X Club.
Phi Delta Theta holds third
place with three losses and thre.
wins at the half-way mark of thi
tournament. The drop in thei
standing has been mainly due t<
one or two games which have been
forfeited to other clubs. However, all indications at present
point toward the usual last
ute rivalry between the leaders and
the X Club, with the Kappa Al
pha's holding a distinct advantage
In yesterday's games the S
Club trimmed the Rho Lambda Nr
team, the K. A.'s outscored thi
Theta Kappa Nu six, and the Ph:
Delts forfeited their contest to
Chase Hall. A unique feature oi
the games was in the opening contests, when the X Club, represent
ed by only a four-man team, defeated the six players representing Rho Lambda.

• he would wait indefinitely
Carney last Sunday to place secday, while Servis and Howe car- smoother sand. It may be possi- ond in a pro-amateur tournament
ried on the bulk of the losers' at- ble that by the time this goes to held at the country club in Santack. The X Club, which appeared press Sir Malcolm will have
ford. Though each golfer has enstrong a t the beginning of the tablished a new mark. However, tered several previous pro-ama^
season, has been seriously handi- if the track is too rough for ex- teur tourneys this is the first time
capped by continuous injuries. cessive speed at the time of writ- the two have teamed together.
Hines and Socash have both been ing, it seems improbable that it
Profession ball players' spring
Last Friday the Kappa Alpha j unable to be at their best in any will have improved sufficiently to training is now well under way.
outfit trimmed the weakened X one game, while the team-work of warrant the final try before the The Brooklyn Dodgers have been
Club quintet 30 to 22, while last j the whole team has been impaired end of the week, at least.
practicing for a week and a half
night the Phi Delts won from the j by the loss of Servis
Carl Dann, Jr., local golfer, won at Tinker field, Orlando. Manager
X Club by a narrow margin of I of its games.
the State of Florida amateur Stengel seems satisfied with prefour points. The final score was ' The box sc )re of las t week's medal tournament Saturday in St. season indications. This is inevit31 to 27.
Petersburg, by trimming Horace ably the case. One can determine
game follows
From past records of the sea- Kappa Alpha Pos.
X. Club Williams, Jr., in the play-offs. On little concerning the possibilities
son and recent games the leaders Chakales
Howe Friday both Williams and Dann of the club until the first weeks
Ig
of the league appear to be slight Rogers
Servis finished the regular 72-hoIe play of the regular season have passed,
rg
favorites over Phi Delta Theta. Little
c
P. Miller with scores of 308 apiece. In the but as in 1934, the Dodgers will
However, the latter team, led by
3 to be reconed with before
If
G. Miller
Hines play-off match of 18 holes on Satthe floor-work of Murray and JorWhalen
rf
Murphy urday Dann carded a 72, one above October.
dan, has proved potential in more
Lefty Gomez, star pitcher on the
Scoring: Kappa Alpha : Chak- par for the course, while his opthan one game so far this season,
ew York Yankee roster, has
ales
_ irs, 9, Little, 5, Miller, ponent turned in a 77.
and may upset the dopi
this ; 8, and Whalen 7. X Club: Howe 4, The tennis team has played two signed a two-year contract calling
evening's clash.
Servis 10, Miller 2, Hines 2, and matches since the last issure of the for $20,000 per annum. The busiRogers, Miller, and Whalen were Murphy 4.
manager of the club had ofSandspur. A week ago today the
high scorers in the Kappa Alphj
In last night's game Murphy and Tars lost to the University of fered him $13,500 but Gomez put
victory over the X Club last Fri Jordan starred for the winners, Florida in Gainesville, 5-3. FlorI call for more. Joe Cronin,
Announcement has been receivscoring 23 of the Phi Delts' 31 ida has an unusually strong team, new manager of the Boston Red ed from the department of physipoints between them, while Howe and the Rollins match is the clos- Sox, has started operations in St. cal education urging all candidates
and Servis led the attack for the est the Gators have had so far this Petersburg. Two years ago Cro- for the intra-mural cross country
was instrumental in the meet to get in condition for the
On Saturday the tennis
X Club. This was one of the clos- year.
The cross
est games so far in the season players won for the second time Washington Senators' fight for the event immediately.
with the Phi Delts offering the from Stetson, 8-1. Two more con- penant, and with a pitching staff country run has been scheduled
final punch to forge ahead and tests are scheduled for this week, j that will deliver, he might repeat for Wednesday, March 13.
Each candidate to qualify must
The archery contest is progress- take the contest with a four- the first in Miami and a second I with Boston.
n the course four times before
ing with Ruth Vruwink in the lead. point margin.
e final test is held. These tenShe is being challenged by Doris
The box sec
of last night's their battle on the following day,
No. 2—Hunt, Miami, vs. Bragg,
tative tries may be made anytime
Smiley. Anne Clark is also very game follows:
Miami will probably be repre- Rollins.
definitely in the running and re- P. D. T.
sented by virtually the same list
No. 3—Arond, Miami, vs. Dem- during the ensuing week, the only
requirement being that the canmainder of the matches promise to Ingraham
of tennis players who participated ing, Rollins.
be closely contested.
Carretta
Howe in the earlier contest. Gardner
No. 4—Fuller, Miami, vs. Vo- didate must report his test run to
the physical education departIt seems to be a habit for the Washington
Miller Mulloy, seeded No. 6 in the State gel, Rollins.
ment.
Rollins golfers to win the two- Jordan
'Murphy of Florida tennis ratings, will opThe doubles pairings follow:
According to the laws of the inball foursome events so popular I Murray
rf
pose Hank Lauterback of tlie WinNo. 1—Hunt and Mulloy, Mithis year. Last Sunday Jinney) Scoring: Phi Delta Theta: Mur- ter Park team in the No. 1 sin- ami, vs. Lauterback and Deming, tramural board four men constitute each team which may repreJones, paired with Tommy White- ray 10, Jordan 13, Washington 4, gles matches.
Eollins.
way, and Betty Myers, with John- Carretta 1, and Ingraham
Other tentative matches are as
No. 2—Arend and Fuller, Miami, sent any organization. Each group
may be represented by only one
ny Brown, tied for first low gross Club: Servis 7, Howe 8, Miller 4, follows:
vs. Bragg and Vogel, Rollins.
at Orlando Country Club.
Hines 4, and Prentice 4.
Babs Connor, dimunitive horseSubstitutions: for X Club, Winwoman, again took honors when ant and Prentice.
she rode at the Ormond-Daytona
horse show. She won the Amateur C h a m p i o n Horsemanship
Class of the entire show, making
her eligible for t h e Madison
Square Show in New York. As
usual, she has a new collection of
The Rollins tennis team will
cups to show for her work.
face the University of Miami in
Coral Gables on Saturday afternoon in the second clash of the
Dine in the Tropical Garden
season between the net players of
THE LATCH STRING
the two colleges.
TEA ROOM
Miami has been one of the two
Luncheon and Tea
teams to score wins over the Tars
Dinners 75c and Sl.OO
this winter. In a previous match
718 Magnolia
Telephone 8751 played in Winter Park on February 8, the Hurricanes eked out a
narrow 4-3 win over the home aggregation.
Strengthened by experience and
the addition of one or two new
Orlando—Winter Park
players, the Tars will journey to
Florida
the isle of dreams on Friday for

Cross-country Meet
Set for Wednesday

WOMEN
IN SPORTS

Rollins Tennis Team
Faces U. of Miami
on Saturday

Ta^e a ciparette ^

TWO MA TCHESPLA YEO
TEAM LAST WEEK
Court Stars Lose Stetson Drops
Second Match to
To Florida Last
Wednesday 4-3 ^ Tar^ 8 to 1
Last Wednesday the Rollins tennis team suffered its second loss
of the winter season by losing to
t h e University of Florida in
Gail
•ille The
favor of the Gators.
Lauterback, Deming, and Schofield won their singles matches for
the visiting team to give the Tars
their total of three points. In
the doubles the Rollins players
were unable to score, Lauterback
and Prentice dropping their
to the Florida No. 1 pair, while
the Deming-Edmonds combination
also was trimmed by the Gainesville No. 2 team.
The third doubles match was
cancelled due to impending dark-

The summaries in detail follow:
Lauterback, Rollins, defeated
Adams, 6-1, 1-6, 6-3. Wetherby,
Florida, defeated Bragg, 6-3, 6-4.
Lauchs, Florida, defeated Vogel,
3-6, 6-3, 7-5. Deming, Rollins, de.
feated Stem, 6-3, 6-4. Jackson,
ida, defeated Prentice, 6-3,
6-3, Schofield, Rollins, defeated Pless, 7-5, 6-4. Adams and
1, Rollins, defeated Lauterback and Prentice, 6-3, 1-6, 6-4.
Wetherby and Jackson, Florida,
defeated Deming and Edmonds,
6-2, 6-4.
team, however. Ten points will be
deducted from the aggregate total
of each organization entering any
man who fails to finish the event.
The awarding of points will be
made in the order of finish, 1, 2, 3,
The team having the lowest
number of total points will be ded the winner of the meet. The
total list of entrants has not yet
been made.
ADVERTISE IN
THE SANDSPUR

In its fifth tennis match of the
1935 season and its second with
the Deland college, the Rollins'
team found little difficulty in|
trimming the Stetson outfit on the
Winter Park courts last Saturday!
afternoon. The score was 8 to 1.
The home team won five of itgi
singles matches and all thre«
doubles in the decisive victory
last week. Bill Woodhull, play.|
ing No. 6 for the Tars, suffered thej
only defeat of the afternoon, los-j
ing to Doolen of Stetson by the.
score of 2-6, 6-3, and 4-6.
None of the other singles!
matches went to more than twol
sets. Lauterback, Bragg, Vogel,!
Deming and Schofield all won inl
straight sets from the Deland out-1
fit. In the doubles Vogel and'
Bragg were forced to a three-setl
battle with the Stetson combina-i
tion of Freeman and Doolen. Thei
No. 1 team of Lauterback and'
Deming won easily while the third'
combine of Schofield and Baker'
met with little competition from'
No. 3 doubles team of the De-t
land players.
\
The summaries in detail:
i
Singles—Lauterback, Rollins, de-'
feated Schunn,. 6-2, 6-3. Bragg,'
Rollins, defeated Dassler 6-4, 6 3."
Vogel, Rollins, defeated Atwatii-,'
6-1, 61. Deming, Rollins, dofcaied Freeman, 6-3, 7-5. Schofula.
Rollins, defeated MacMillan, 6-1,
. Doolen, Stetson, defeated!
Woodhull, 2-6, 6-S, 4-6.
>
Doubles—Lauterback and Dem-'
ing, Rollins, defeated Schunn and'
Dassler, 6-4, 6-2.
Vogel and'
Bragg, Rollins, defeated Freeniiur
end Doolen 6-3, 2-6, 6-2. Scli.field and Baker, Rollins, defc:i;- 1
Atwater and MacMillan, 6-2, » r,.
The possibility of marrying
beautiful and intelligent woni
is bigamy.

like CHESTERFIELD

m-'- *"

Colonial Store

Delivery—Phone 402
Come on Down

Quality M e a t s

NOACK'S

Fish

Always

Sanitary Market
Poultry
I

Andy's Garage
266 Church Street

. . . We Repair . . .
All Makes of
Automobiles

Royal Typewriters
New and Used Portables

DAVIS
Office Supply Co.
19 E. Pine St., Orlando Tel. 4822

BOOKS
SOLD or RENTED

The OWL BOOK SHOP
10 Washington St. Arcade
Orlando

Jeweler—Engraver
Parker
Pens

Elgin
Watches

GROVER
MORGAN

Charles Wright
Hairdresser
9 Washington Arcade

Newest Spring Creations in
Panama . . . Toyo . . . and Rough Braids

The GLORIA HAT SHOP
2 Washington Street Arcade

Orlando

You know I like that

cigarette

I like the way it tastes... there's
plenty of taste there.
Chesterfield is mild, not strong
. . . and that's another thing I
like in a cigarette.
what's more, They Satisfy . . .
and that's what I like a cigarette
to do.
I get a lot of pleasure out of
Chesterfield . . . you know I Me
that cigarette.

ai^ —
IIONDAY
LUCREZIA
BORI

•WEDNESDAY
LILV
PONS

SATURDAT

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P . M . ( E . S . T . ) — COLUMBLl NETWORK

^

